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Task 1 - planning



Think back to your writing inspired by ‘The Game’ text we 

looked at last week. This week, you will plan and write your 

own version of the story (a finding tale). You may want to 

refresh your memory by reading the text again before you 

start.

Think about the questions on the following slides to gather 

some ideas. You may want to jot these down as you go. 



First, think about a different setting. Where 

could your story take place? 

At a friend’s house? 

In a playground? 

On holiday? 

At a football match?

At home during lockdown?



Next, think about what the children will find.

Will it be a game? (this could be a prequel or sequel to the original 

text)

A book?

Shoes?

A wand?

A phone? 

A pen?



Then, think about what will happen when the object is 

found.

Will the characters enter the game or will elements escape?

Book characters come to life?

Shoes turn them into different people?

Wands cast disastrous spells?

Phones turn people into robots?

Whatever is written by the pen comes true?



Now, add your ideas to a boxed-

up grid to plan your story. 

Remember you only need to make 

notes, not write full sentences. 

Think about key vocabulary, 

punctuation, dialogue etc you 

want to include.

You could draw a picture story 

map too if you wish. 



Task 2-3 
Writing 



Look back at your plan and talk through your ideas aloud to ensure 

you are happy with them.

Think carefully about how you will open your story. Will you use 

action, description or dialogue? See the examples below. 

Action: Tommy kicked the wall stubbornly.

Description: The faint glow of sunshine lingered as the children 

gathered in the desolate playground. 

Dialogue: “I’m so bored,” Jamie moaned loudly to Annie.  



Think about how you will describe your main characters 

and setting. How can you create a picture in the reader’s 

mind? Think back to the work we have done on 

similes, metaphors and 

personification. See 

examples on the next slide. 





Don’t forget to use different sentence openers



Remember to include dialogue to convey character and 

advance the action. 

Don’t forget the golden rule: only 3 pieces of speech 

allowed in a row before including some description or 

action. 

See the next slide for more help. 



Remember:

- start direct speech with a capital letter 

- include punctuation inside the inverted 

commas

- use commas to separate the direct 

speech and reporting clause

- new line for a new speaker

- add more information with a reporting 

clause

Examples:

“Quick! Look at this,” Archie called to Tim.

Archie called to Tim, “Quick! Look at this.”

“Quick!” Archie called to Tim. “Look at this.”



Can you include any 5/6 spellings?



Task 4 – Editing 



Read back through your writing. 

The most important things is that your story makes sense and is an enjoyable 

read.

You could create your own success criteria to help you proof-read. Think about what 

you have worked hard on. For example, if you have focused on including dialogue, read 

back through looking just at speech and double check your punctuation, ensuring that 

all speech is purposeful and advances the action or conveys character.

If you have worked hard on creating imagery (a picture in the reader’s head), read 

back focusing just on your language choices and check that you are happy with these. 



Then, check your punctuation and basic spelling and edit in a different 

coloured pen.

Can someone else read your writing aloud so that you can hear what it 

sounds like?

Once you are happy with your story, you could create a top copy with 

illustrations or make a mini book to share with a family member if you 

wish. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21qi9ZcQVto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21qi9ZcQVto


It may take you longer than the two days to 

write your story so if you do not have time to do 

a top copy or complete Task 5, that is fine. 

It would be better to spend the time focusing 

on the quality of your writing. 



Task 5 – Comprehension 



Watch the video and listen carefully to the words. 

What do you think the song is about? Use the song 

lyrics in the separate document to help you answer 

the following questions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2595abcvh2M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2595abcvh2M


Big Yellow Taxi Comprehension Questions

1. What adjective is used to describe the hotel? 

2. Write two pairs of words which rhyme in the song.

3. Find and copy the phrase which suggests that they replaced 
nature with a busy place for people to have a party

4. What do you think the acronym D.D.T. stands for? 
a.) don’t dance in the toilets 
b.) dirt, dust and traffic 
c.) dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane – chemicals used to kill insects 
d.) descriptions, design and technology
What key word(s) in the text helped you answer this question?



5. What do you think ‘paved paradise’ means?

6. Why do you think they put the trees in a tree museum in the song? 

7. What do you think is the main message the song is trying to give? 
a.) don’t destroy car parks
b.) be environmentally friendly 
c.) be grateful for what you have 
d.) plant more trees 

8. Which do you think is mostly likely true? 
a.) Joni Mitchell’s favourite car is a big yellow taxi 
b.) Joni Mitchell wrote the song after seeing how tourists had ruined 
the Hawaiian mountains 
c.) Joni Mitchell doesn’t like apples
d.) Joni Mitchell had previously visited to a tree museum



Answers

1. pink

2. 2 pairs including: lot/spot, museum/see ‘em, no/go, bees/please, slam/man 

3. a swinging hotspot

4. C – the word ‘farmer’ indicates this could be a chemical farmers would use to 
protect their crops.

5. Paved paradise means that beautiful places of nature have been built on or 
over

6. It’s a prediction that if we cut down too many trees, then we will eventually 
run out. Therefore, rare and valuable things are often put in museums. 

7. C

8. B


